
CSE-433: Inductive Predicates

gla@postech

In this assignment, you will practice inductive predicates in Coq. Here is a summary of the commands
and tactics that you may need for this assignment.

Commands

• Inductive allows us to define inductive datatypes.

Inductive nat : Set :=
| O : nat
| S : nat -> nat.

This definition automatically declares a term nat ind of the following type:

nat_ind
: forall P : nat -> Prop,
P O -> (forall n : nat, P n -> P (S n)) -> forall n : nat, P n

Be sure to understand that nat ind corresponds to the rule natEI given in the Course Notes.

• Inductive also allows us to define inductive predicates.

Inductive eq : nat -> nat -> Prop :=
| eq O : eq O O
| eq S : forall (m n:nat), eq m n -> eq (S m) (S n).

This definition is a transcription of the definition of the predicate m =N n given in the Course
Notes. It also automatically declares a term eq ind of the following type:

eq ind
: forall P : nat -> nat -> Prop,
P O O ->
(forall m n : nat, eq m n -> P m n -> P (S m) (S n)) ->
forall n n0 : nat, eq n n0 -> P n n0

Be sure to understand that eq ind corresponds to the rule =NEI given in the Course Notes. Also
remember that we can use eq O and eq S as terms of the types specified in the above definition.

Here is the definition of an inductive predicate even : nat -> Prop.

Inductive even : nat -> Prop :=
| even O : even O
| even SS : forall n:nat, even n -> even (S (S n)).

even ind
: forall P : nat -> Prop,
P O ->
(forall n : nat, even n -> P n -> P (S (S n))) ->
forall n : nat, even n -> P n
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This assignment uses another inductive predicate lt whose definition is a transcription of the
definition of the predicate m < n given in the Course Notes.

Inductive lt : nat -> nat -> Prop :=
| lt O : forall n:nat, lt O (S n)
| lt S : forall (m:nat) (n:nat), lt m n -> lt (S m) (S n).

lt ind
: forall P : nat -> nat -> Prop,
(forall n : nat, P O (S n)) ->
(forall m n : nat, lt m n -> P m n -> P (S m) (S n)) ->
forall n n0 : nat, lt n n0 -> P n n0

Tactics

For this assignment, we need to learn a new tactic inversion and also new uses of the tactics apply
and elim.

• inversion
In Coq, you give only introduction rules and not elimination rules because Coq provides the tactic
inversion.
Let us assume that e holds a proof of a predicate A. inversion e basically applies appropriate
elimination rules to the predicate A and generates new hypotheses. Since elimination rules are all
derived from introduction rules, we can think of inversion e as inverting the introduction rules
to derive all the necessary conditions that should hold in order for the predicate A to be proved.
Thus, whenever you need to apply an elimination rule to a judgment, you may need to consider
this tactic.

Here is an example:

Lemma test inversion : forall (x y:nat), eq (S x) (S y) -> eq x y.
Proof.
intros x y H.
inversion H.
assumption.
Qed.

At the time when we apply the inversion tactic, we have H : eq (S x) (S y). As we want to
apply the elimination rule =NEs to H, we apply the inversion tactic, which will generate a new
hypothesis of type x = y, which is the only necessary and sufficient condition for eq (S x) (S y)
to hold.

• apply
The apply tactic automatically performs pattern matching, introducing new goals as necessary,
whenever possible. For example, in order prove that lt (S x) (S (S x)) when a hypothesis IHx
of lt x (S x) is available, you could use the tactic apply (lt S x (S x) IHx) to complete the
proof immediately, but also use the tactic apply lt S; assumption to let Coq perform pattern
matching for you.

• elim
The elim tactic can be applied to any term of an inductive type. For example, it may be applied
to a term of type nat which is defined using the Inductive command, or to a term of type eq m n
which is also defined using the Inductive command. (The reason that we can use this tactic
extensively in propositional logic and pure first-order logic is that it is actually applied to a term
whose type is inductively defined.)

When applied to a term of an inductive type, the elim tactic applies the corresponding elimination
rule based on induction after analyzing the current goal. For example, when applied to a term
of type nat, it automatically applies nat ind, or the rule natEI in effect. Or when applied to a
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term of type eq m n, it automatically applies eq ind, or the rule =NEI in effect. So, in order to
learn how this tactic works, you want to understand the two kinds of elimination rules based on
induction that are given in the Course Notes.

In practice, as elim tactic essentially performs induction, you may instead use the induction tactic
which shortens the proof script (but does not simplify the proof structure). If you do not need to
perform induction, you may use the destruct tactic instead.

1 Examples from the Course Notes (30 points)

Prove the following lemmas in Coq. For exists greater and eq nat, do not use the elim and induction
tactics. For others, you may use the elim and induction tactics.

Lemma lt_one_two : lt (S O) (S (S O)).

Lemma no_lt_zero : forall (m:nat), ~(lt m O).

Lemma exists_greater : forall (x:nat), exists y:nat, lt x y.
(* use nat_ind; do not use elim/induction. *)

Lemma exists_greater’ : forall (x:nat), exists y:nat, lt x y.
(* may use elim/induction. *)

Lemma eq_nat : forall x:nat, eq x x.
(* use nat_ind; do not use elim/induction. *)

Lemma eq_nat’ : forall x:nat, eq x x.
(* may use elim/induction. *)

Lemma eq_trans : forall (x y z:nat), eq x y -> eq y z -> eq x z.

Lemma eq_succ : forall x:nat, ~(eq x O) -> exists y:nat, eq (S y) x.

2 Inductive predicates (20 points)

Assume the following inductive predicate le (standing for “less than or equal to”), and prove the following
lemmas in Coq. For le n S and lt le, do not use the elim and induction tactics. For others, you may
use the elim and induction tactics.

Inductive le : nat -> nat -> Prop :=
| le_n : forall n, le n n
| le_S : forall (m n:nat), le m n -> le m (S n).

Lemma le_zero : forall n:nat, le O n.

Lemma le_n_S : forall n m:nat, le n m -> le (S n) (S m).
(* use le_ind; do not use elim/induction. *)

Lemma lt_le : forall (m n:nat), lt m n -> le m n.
(* use lt_ind; do not use elim/induction. *)

Lemma lt_le’ : forall (m n:nat), lt m n -> le m n.
(* may use elim/induction. *)
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3 Less-than-or-equal-to means less-than or equal-to. (40 points)

Prove the following theorem in Coq. You may introduce a few lemmas if needed. You may use the elim
and induction tactics.

Theorem le_lt_eq : forall (m n:nat), le m n -> lt m n \/ eq m n.

4 Another definition of less-than (10 points)

Here is a copy of the definition of le:

Inductive le’ (n:nat) : nat -> Prop :=
| le_n’ : le’ n n
| le_S’ : forall m:nat, le’ n m -> le’ n (S m).

Show that le given above and le’ are logically equivalent. You may use the elim and induction
tactics.

Lemma le_le’ : forall (m n:nat), le m n -> le’ m n.

Lemma le’_le : forall (m n:nat), le’ m n -> le m n.
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